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Abstract 10 

The automation of digital twinning for existing reinforced concrete bridges from point clouds remains an 11 

unresolved problem. Whilst current methods can automatically detect bridge objects in point clouds in the 12 

form of labelled point clusters, the fitting of accurate 3D shapes to point clusters remains largely human 13 

dependent largely. 95% of the total manual modelling time is spent on customizing shapes and fitting them 14 

correctly. The challenges exhibited in the fitting step are due to the irregular geometries of existing bridges. 15 

Existing methods can fit geometric primitives such as cuboids and cylinders to point clusters, assuming 16 

bridges are comprised of generic shapes. However, the produced geometric digital twins are too ideal to 17 

depict the real geometry of bridges. In addition, none of the existing methods have explicitly demonstrated 18 

how to evaluate the resulting Industry Foundation Classes bridge data models in terms of spatial accuracy 19 

using quantitative measurements. In this article, we tackle these challenges by delivering a slicing-based 20 

object fitting method that can generate the geometric digital twin of an existing reinforced concrete bridge 21 

from four types of labelled point cluster. The quality of the generated models is gauged using cloud-to-22 

cloud distance-based metrics. Experiments on ten bridge point cloud datasets indicate that the method 23 

achieves an average modelling distance of 7.05 cm (while the manual method achieves 7.69 cm), and an 24 

average modelling time of 37.8 seconds. This is a huge leap over the current practice of digital twinning 25 

performed manually. 26 
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1 Introduction 29 

Highway authorities have a duty to manage and maintain the majority of bridges. Therefore, it is crucial 30 

that bridge management minimizes disruption, risk and consequent costs to road users and makes economic 31 

and efficient use of resources (FHWA, 2012). However, every year, the United States (US) spends roughly 32 

$12.8 billion to address deteriorating bridge conditions (ASCE, 2013). The reasons behind these massive 33 

costs are in part because bridge owners face a major challenge with structuring and managing the data 34 

needed for rapid repair, maintenance, and retrofit of their bridges. The data available in Bridge Management 35 

Systems (BMS) does not meet the standard of information needed for sound decision-making (ASCE, 36 

2017). There is a need for at least 315,000 bridge inspections per annum across the US and the UK, given 37 

the typical two-year inspection cycle (ASCE, 2017; Network Rail, 2015). Visual inspection is still the most 38 

common form of condition monitoring. The resulting physical condition information from the visual 39 

assessment is then entered into a BMS, such as the US’s AASHTOWare (AASHTOWare, 2018) or the UK’s 40 

NATS (Flaig & Lark, 2000), to rate the deterioration of the bridge. However, these BMSs are geared 41 

primarily to make system-wide prioritization decisions based on high-level comparisons of condition data 42 

(Vassou, 2010). They do not assess the actual condition of a particular bridge component and of a particular 43 

location of the component. Having a Geometric Digital Twin (gDT) would be quite useful for this purpose 44 

as texture and damage information can then be properly integrated with the geometry at the component-45 

level of the virtual 3D representation of a bridge (Hüthwohl et al., 2018). 46 

A Digital Twin (DT) is defined as a digital replica of a real-world asset (Parrott & Lane, 2017). It differs 47 

from, and is much more than, traditional Computer-Aided Design. A DT is based on massive, cumulative, 48 

real-time, real-world data measurements across an array of dimensions, and the consequent use of a digital 49 

model across the entire lifecycle of an infrastructure (Buckley & Logan, 2017). The model comprises 3D 50 

geometry of the infrastructure components as well as a comprehensive set of semantic information, 51 

including materials, functions, and relationships between the components. The use of a DT is greatest during 52 

the design stage, while little use is made in the closeout stage, and is almost absent in the maintenance stage 53 

(as-is) (Buckley & Logan, 2017). Hereafter, the “DT” specifically refers to the “as-is DT”, generated for 54 

existing infrastructure, except as otherwise noted. Bridge owners today do not generate DTs for existing 55 

bridges, because they perceive the cost of doing so to outweigh their benefits. The fundamental feature of 56 

DTs is the 3D geometry, without which many DT applications do not exist. We use the adjective “geometric” 57 

(gDT) to highlight a DT with only geometry data, i.e. gDT. The following texts review the current practice 58 

of digital twinning from point clouds, i.e. the process to acquire a gDT for an existing asset. This explains 59 



why the DT implementation is so limited.  60 

Major vendors such as Autodesk, Bentley, Trimble, AVEVA and ClearEdge3D, and so on, provide the most 61 

advanced digital twinning software solutions. For example, ClearEdge3D (2017) can automatically extract 62 

pipes in a plant point cloud as well as specific standard shapes like valves and flanges from industry 63 

catalogues followed by fitting built-in models to them through a few clicks and manual adjustments. This 64 

means ClearEdge3D can realize a certain degree of automation. However, the spec-driven component 65 

library of ClearEdge3D can only fit point cloud subparts with standardised shapes such as rectangular walls, 66 

pipes, valves, flanges, and steel beams, based on an industry specification table. Other commercial 67 

applications cannot automate the fitting task for either generic or arbitrary shapes. Modellers must manually 68 

fit 3D shapes to the segmented point cloud subparts. Fitting accurate 3D shapes to the point clusters is 69 

challenging because the set of allowable primitives is limited in most software applications (Wang et al., 70 

2015). Real-world reinforced concrete (RC) bridge components usually have complicated shapes, 71 

containing complex skews and imperfections, and cannot be simply fitted using idealized generic shapes. 72 

Modellers must manually create an accurate solid form to fit each point cluster as none of the existing 73 

software packages can do this automatically. Modelling software such as Revit provides a high degree of 74 

flexibility that allows users to design a shape in a freeform manner via Revit’s Family editor (Figure 1). 75 

The so-called “families” are parametrized object types controlled by parameters, constraints, and 76 

dependencies. Modellers first draw a 2D sketch assigned with geometric and dimension constraints. Then, 77 

the 2D sketch is used for extruding or rotating to produce a final parametric 3D model. Features (Sacks et 78 

al., 2018; Sacks et al., 2004), such as chamfers in a pier, windows in a wall, and connections on a steel 79 

beam, can also be added. Although parametric modelling is powerful, a well-designed modelling plan is 80 

required due to the ambiguous and complex nature of parametric modelling (Lee et al., 2006). 95% of the 81 

total modelling time is spent on customizing shapes and fitting them to point clusters (Lu & Brilakis, 2017). 82 

 83 

Figure 1 Forms available in Revit Family editor 84 

In this paper, we propose to tackle this challenge with a novel automatic fitting method to generate gDTs. 85 



It follows a slicing strategy to generate 3D shapes using an established data format, Industry Foundation 86 

Classes (IFC), followed by fitting them to the labelled bridge point clusters. The novelty of this method lies 87 

in the fact that multiple local topological configurations derived from the slicing scheme provide good 88 

characterization to approximate the global topology of the underlying bridge in a point cloud. We provide 89 

a review of existing work in Section 2 and outline the proposed method in Section 3. We then elaborate on 90 

the experiments in Section 4. Finally, we interpret the results and draw conclusions in Section 5. 91 



2 Background 92 

The use of existing software packages for digital twinning of existing bridges is human dependent to a great 93 

extent. Unlike building geometries which are generally developed in a grid system (Thomson & Boehm, 94 

2015), real-world bridge geometries are defined with curved alignments, vertical elevations, and varying 95 

cross-sections (Wai-Fah & Lian, 2014). Extensive manual effort is required for practitioners to manually 96 

customize 3D accurate models to fit underlying bridge components to arbitrary shapes. We define “model 97 

fitting” in this context as leveraging computer graphic techniques to form the 3D shape of a point cluster, a 98 

subpart of a point cloud. The 3D shape is approximate, in the sense that it describes the geometry or the 99 

shape of a point cluster to produce its digital 3D representation to an acceptable quality based on the specific 100 

required level of detail. 101 

There is no universal solution to describe a 3D object. Different representation methods have their 102 

advantages and disadvantages. How to choose a representation depends on (1) the nature of the object being 103 

modelled, (2) the particular modelling technique that we choose to use, and (3) the application scenario 104 

where we bring the object to life. The most commonly used existing shape representation methods can be 105 

categorized into four groups: Implicit Representation, Boundary Representation, Constructive Solid 106 

Geometry, and Swept Solid Representation. The following texts describe each in turn. 107 

Implicit Representation is a solid modelling approach, which is based on the representation of 3D shapes 108 

using mathematical formulations, i.e. implicit functions. For example, a point cluster can be described as a 109 

plane (Limberger & Oliveira, 2015), a sphere, a torus (Schnabel et al., 2007), and so on. Implicit shape 110 

representations have difficulty with describing sharp features such as edges and vertices, although they can 111 

check whether a point lies inside, outside, or on the surface (Song & Jüttler, 2009). Given that only a very 112 

limited number of primitives can be represented exactly by algebraic formulations, implicit functions are 113 

of limited usefulness when modelling bridge components, as they usually do not take idealized shapes. In 114 

addition, the as-weathered and as-damaged condition of a bridge further reduces the effectiveness of 115 

implicit representations. There is a trade-off between the accuracy of the representation and the bulk of 116 

information used for shapes that cannot be represented by mathematical formulations. We present three 117 

other shape representation methods in the following texts. 118 

Boundary Representation (B-Rep) is a method that describes shapes using their limits. The model 119 

represented using B-Rep is an explicit representation, as the object is represented by a complicated data 120 

structure giving information about each of the vertices, edges, and loops and how they are joined together 121 



to form the object. Both Tessellated Surface Representation (TSR) and Polygon/Mesh Representation can 122 

be considered as types of B-Rep. For example, a flat quadrilateral is made up of four vertices joined by four 123 

straight lines or a bi-cubic parametric patch (Zhang et al., 2015). A curvilinear quadrilateral is made up of 124 

four vertices joined by four cubic curves (Dimitrov et al., 2016). Kwon et al. (2004) introduced a local 125 

spatial modelling algorithm to fit planes, cuboids, and cylinders to point clouds in B-Rep, assuming that a 126 

construction site consists of these primitives. Valero et al. (2012) developed a method to yield B-Rep models 127 

for indoor planar objects (e.g. walls, ceilings, and floors). Oesau et al. (2014) leveraged a graph-cut 128 

formulation to reconstruct a synthetic building point cloud into a mesh-based model. However, simply 129 

representing an object embedded in point clouds using TSR or polygon facets/mesh is still a low-level 130 

machine representation, although it is the most popular representation in computer graphics. Problems with 131 

polygon mesh B-Rep models include (1) Level of detail. High-resolution results can be unduly complex 132 

and unnecessary. An option is to reduce the polygon resolution without degrading the rendered presentation 133 

(Chen et al., 2017). However, by how much should it be reduced? (2) Occlusions. Large occluded regions 134 

are hardly smoothed so that PR/MP does not guarantee a group of polygons facets can form a closed mesh 135 

model (Carr et al., 2003). 136 

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is a high-level volumetric representation that works both as a shape 137 

representation and a record of how an object was built up (Deng et al., 2016). The final shape can be 138 

represented as the combination of a set of elementary solid primitives, which follow a certain “logic”. The 139 

primitives can be cuboids, cylinders, spheres, cones, and so on. When building a model, these primitives 140 

are created and positioned, then combined using Boolean set operators such as union, subtract, intersect, 141 

and so on. The methods proposed by Rabbani (2006) and Patil et al. (2017) can be used for modelling piping 142 

systems using generic shapes, such as cylinders. The random sampling method of Schnabel et al. (2007) 143 

can be used to model objects composed of five basic shapes: plane, sphere, cylinder, cone, and torus. Walsh 144 

et al. (2013) developed a shape library containing generic objects (e.g. cuboid, cylinder) to fit point clusters 145 

using surface fitting in the least squares sense. Rusu et al. (2008) proposed a model fitting module to fit 146 

kitchen objects (e.g. cupboards and appliances) using 3D cuboids. Similarly, Xiao and Furukawa (2014) 147 

introduced an algorithm called “inverse CSG” to reconstruct large-scale indoor environments using 148 

cuboids, assuming that they are the most common shapes found in indoor walls. Zhang et al. (2014) 149 

designed a multi-class Adaboost decision tree classifier from surface primitive features to classify both 150 

infrastructure components (pier, beam, deck, etc.) and 3D shape entity labels (cuboid, cylinder, sheet, etc.) 151 

(Figure 2). However, this method is tailored for idealized or simplified topology designs that do not consider 152 

the real geometries of bridge components. For example, a real sloped slab with varying vertical elevation 153 

cannot be simply modelled by a single sheet. Modelling non-generic shapes using the CSG approach 154 



demands a well-thought-out modelling plan. We thus contend that CSG is less suitable for representing real 155 

bridge components, which are more complex than simple primitives, such as cuboids and cylinders. 156 

 157 

 Figure 2 Fitted IFC entities in synthetic bridge point clouds (Zhang et al., 2014) 158 

Swept Solid Representation (SSR) or Extrusion is a representation model which creates a 3D shape by 159 

sweeping a 2D profile that is completely enclosed by a contour line along a specific path in the third 160 

dimension. Budroni and Böhm (2010) suggested a plane-sweep-based method to extrude planar elements 161 

(e.g. walls) in indoor environments. Similarly, Ochmann et al. (2016) presented an approach for 162 

reconstructing parametric planar building elements from indoor point clouds. Thomson & Boehm (2015) 163 

extruded the footprint of office walls by specifying the length, width, and height. The reconstructed 164 

geometry was compared against the reference model using quality metric, which, however, was specifically 165 

designed for walls in cuboid shapes. Laefer & Truong-Hong (2017) introduced a kernel-density-estimated-166 

based method to reconstruct standardized steel beams in point clouds. The sweeping approach has been 167 

studied in building/industry settings to generate cuboids or standardised beams. Its implementation has not 168 

yet been investigated for twinning bridge elements. 169 

IFC Geometric Representation 170 

In order to support the use of a gDT in the construction industry, all the associated geometric and property 171 

information should be represented in platform-neutral data format, i.e. IFC. This section focuses on the 172 

principles involved in representing IFC geometry and the most important geometry representations. 173 

According to Borrmann et al. (2018), all geometry representations in IFC data model can be grouped into 174 

four classes: 1) Bounding Boxes; 2) Curves; 3) Surface models; and 4) Solid models. Bounding Boxes can 175 

be represented using IfcBoundingBox. Bounding Boxes are highly simplified geometric representations for 176 

3D objects that are often used as placeholders. IfcBoundingBox is defined by a placement corner point and 177 

the dimensions of the three sides as a cuboid. Then, IfcCurve and its subclasses IfcBoundedCurve, IfcLine, 178 

and IfcConic can be used to model line objects. Freeform curved edges (splines) and curved surfaces are 179 



required to model sophisticated and complex geometries. A freeform 3D curve is mathematically described 180 

as parametric curves, meaning that the x, y, z coordinates are functions tracing a 3D curve at common 181 

parameters. Next, surface models are used to represent composite surfaces comprised of sub-surfaces. They 182 

can be curved surfaces (e.g. NURBS) or flat surfaces (e.g. mesh). TSR is a very simple geometric 183 

representation that can be interpreted by almost all visualization software applications. 184 

IfcTriangulatedFaceSet can be used to represent the tessellated surfaces, i.e. polygons with an arbitrary 185 

number of edges, or triangular mesh. TSR cannot represent curved surfaces ideally but approximates them 186 

into triangular facets. In this case, the curved surface can be described using a finer mesh size if accuracy 187 

is a concern. IfcBSplineSurface can be used to represent curved surfaces, such as NURBS surfaces. One 188 

classic way to generate 3D objects as solid models is through the CSG approach. IfcCsgPrimitive3D and 189 

its subclasses such as IfcBlock, IfcRightCircularCylinder, IfcSphere, and so on can be used. Combination 190 

operations can be performed using IfcBooleanResult. However, as previously mentioned, the use of CSG is 191 

very limited due to the fact that the use of primitives is very restrictive. By contrast, SSR (or Extrusion) is 192 

widely used for creating 3D objects in IFC. Possible representations include, but are not limited to, the 193 

classes summarized in the following. In general, IfcSweptAreaSolid and its subclasses 194 

IfcExtrudedAreaSolid, IfcRevolvedAreaSolid, IfcFixedReferenceSweptAreaSolid, and 195 

IfcSurfaceCurveSwptAreaSolid can be used to present extruded solids. A closed profile 196 

IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef, which is the most common subclass of IfcProfileDef, is necessary for this 197 

representation. For example, when using IfcExtrudedAreaSolid, the ExtrudedDirection is defined so that 198 

IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef can be extruded along the direction. When using IfcRevolvedAreaSolid, both 199 

ExtrudedDirection and the axis are defined so that IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef can rotate around the axis 200 

up to a given angle. Then, IfcFixedReferenceSweptAreaSolid allows the extrusion to be done along any 201 

curve in space through the attribute Directrix. That is to say, the profile is extruded along a specific axis 202 

defined by the attribute FixedReference. 203 



Gaps in knowledge, Objectives, and Research Questions  204 

Digital twinning for existing assets using point clouds is still in an early stage. Existing methods concentrate 205 

on generating building and industrial components, such as walls, ceilings, floors, and standardized industrial 206 

elements. These objects are simply represented as planar elements, cuboids, and cylinders using a set of 207 

limited constraints. The problem of fitting 3D solid models in IFC format to real bridge point clusters in 208 

non-standardized shapes has yet to be addressed. In addition, no standardized metric has been specified for 209 

the quantitative evaluation of the resulting gDTs.  210 

We aim to fill the above-mentioned knowledge gaps by delivering a method that can automatically fit 3D 211 

solid models in IFC format to labelled point clusters making up a real-world RC bridge. We also gauge the 212 

quality of the generated gDTs using distance-based metrics, which can be applied to other infrastructure 213 

types other than bridges. These objectives are achieved by answering the following research questions: (1) 214 

how to extract and use the geometric features to reconstruct the labelled bridge point clusters in arbitrary 215 

shapes into 3D solid models in IFC format? and (2) how to evaluate the spatial accuracy of a bridge gDT 216 

reconstructed from a point cloud?  217 

Hypothesis 218 

The hypothesis of this research is that the slicing-based bridge-component fitting method can generate high-219 

quality gDT of an existing RC bridge in IFC format and there is no significant difference in the spatial 220 

accuracy for different RC bridges. In addition, the twinning time is much less compared to the manual 221 

practice. This hypothesis will be tested with a point cloud dataset of ten highway RC bridges in the UK. 222 



3 Proposed Solution 223 

3.1 Scope 224 

We focus on typical RC slab and beam-slab bridges because 73% of existing highway bridges and 86% of 225 

planned future bridges are of these two types (Kim et al., 2016). We only deal with the four most important 226 

and highly detectable components of the two types of bridges: slab, pier, pier cap, and girder (Kedar, 2016). 227 

In addition, we focus only on the non-textured geometric representation part of the bridge DT, including 228 

the semantic meaning of its components, namely a labelled bridge gDT. The enrichment of other semantic 229 

information such as materials, defects, additional relationships, and so on, are beyond the scope of this 230 

research. 231 

3.2 Overview 232 

Figure 3 illustrates the workflow of the proposed method. We assume that the object detection task is 233 

properly done. This means that the inputs of the proposed method are four types of labelled point cluster, 234 

namely the outputs of the authors’ previous work (Lu et al., 2018). The output of this paper is an IFC file, 235 

containing various I fcObject s  making up a bridge gDT and corresponding to a level of detail LOD 250 – 236 

300. The method consists of two major steps: Step 1, geometric feature extraction and shape detection in 237 

the four types of component point cluster; and Step 2, I fcObjects  fitting for the extracted features and 238 

identified shapes. Defining and specifying the level of geometric detail required for twinning gDTs in 239 

accordance with the end user requirements is beyond the scope of this research. Thus, we generate a bridge 240 

gDT based on the existing very broad guidance (Table 1) such that it is flexible to adapt to current and 241 

future needs. As shown, LOD 200 uses a bounding box to represent each component. It is a coarse 242 

representation, meaning that all components are represented as generic placeholders with approximate 243 

geometry. Thus, it cannot fully support the construction course and the post-construction process. The LOD 244 

increases as the project requirement proceeds. A LOD 300 gDT is graphically represented as a specific 245 

system, object, or assembly accurate in terms of size, shape, location, and so on. Note that, LOD 300 does 246 

not include information such as detailing, fabrication, installation, and detailed assemblies, which are 247 

necessary to reflect the actual status of existing infrastructure (Table 1). LOD 350 and higher LODs contain 248 

enriched information that reflects the as-is status of existing infrastructure. However, various additional 249 

sensors are required to capture this embedded information that is invisible to a laser sensor. Extracting this 250 



information is beyond the scope of this research. We therefore only focus on generating a LOD that can be 251 

achieved through laser scanning alone. In this paper, the method generates a bridge gDT with a LOD that 252 

is higher than LOD 200 but may not be fully in line with LOD 300, as some components may be represented 253 

in a stacked way (e.g. pier). Thus, we use LOD 250 – 300 to denote the expected LOD of the output gDT. 254 

Specifically, the geometry of a slab point cluster is approximated using multiple oriented slice models along 255 

with its horizontal alignment. The geometry of a pier cap point cluster is represented by extruding its 256 

projected outline. For a pier point cluster, the method first checks its shape and then decides whether to 257 

represent it as a generic shape primitive or to represent it using stacked slices. Last, for a girder point cluster, 258 

the method uses a template matching method to fit it with a specific profile from a precast concrete 259 

catalogue. The proposed method uses current IFC standards, aggregation relationship, and the Model View 260 

Definition suggested by Sacks et al. (2018) to encode geometric features taken to describe a bridge 261 

component. The expected contribution of the proposed method is that it is the first method of its kind to 262 

efficiently generate an accurate gDT in IFC format using labelled point clusters making up an existing RC 263 

bridge. 264 

 265 

Figure 3 Workflow of the proposed method 266 

 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

 271 



Table 1 LOD Specification for Highway Bridge Precast Structural Girder (BIMForum, 2018)  272 

LOD Interpretation Schema 

200 

Elements are generic placeholders. They may be 

recognizable as the components they represent, or they may 

be volumes for space reservation. Any information derived 

from the elements must be considered approximate. 

 

 
 

300 

The quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation of the 

element as designed can be measured directly from the 

model without referring to non-modelled information. 

 

 
 

350 

Parts necessary for coordination of the element with nearby 

or attached elements are modelled. These parts will include 

such items as supports and connections. 

 

 
 

273 



3.3 LOD 250 – 300 gDT generation 274 

In this twinning phase, a bridge is represented by the four types of point cluster with detailed geometries. 275 

We first assign a specific IFC entity to one corresponding point cluster based on its semantic label. 276 

Specifically, I f cSl ab  is used for slabs, If cBeam  for both pier caps and girders, and IfcColumn  for piers.  We 277 

use SSR (or Extrusion) to create the stacked slice models for each component. Solid extrusions are preferred 278 

wherever possible if one dimension of a component is larger than the other two, or if each extruded cross-279 

section is deemed to be constant. The general thrust behind the LOD 250 – 300 representation is that the 280 

geometry of a bridge component can be approximated using multiple stacked slices. This stems from 281 

Cavalieri’s principle (Kern & Bland, 1948), which serves as the theoretical guidance of our method. We 282 

elaborate on how to twin each of the four types of point cluster in the following texts. 283 

3.4.1 Slab – IfcSlab 284 

The topology of a bridge usually depends on its horizontal and vertical alignment, such as the straightness 285 

and flatness of the deck. Real-world bridges are neither straight nor flat. To circumvent or be compatible 286 

with the existing constraints of road geometry, many highway bridges carrying roads are on a curved 287 

alignment and the supporting structure follows that curved alignment (Highways England, 2018b). The 288 

presented method aims to approximate the real horizontal (and/or vertical) alignment by using multiple 289 

straight segments, such that different gap-freedom horizontal alignment segments can be concatenated to a 290 

single horizontal alignment, with the same also true for the vertical alignment. This information can be 291 

assigned in the future into the IfcAlignment entity as the list of slab segments generated from the proposed 292 

method can deduce the necessary information required for IfcAlignment. 293 

According to Kobryń (2017), we assume that a circular curve is used for the horizontal alignment of bridges 294 

investigated in this research, such that the general function of the horizontal alignment is a degree two 295 

parabola. This assumption is based on the highway bridge design rule that it is preferable to locate bridges 296 

on the tangent positions of the alignment. Large horizontal curves should be avoided on bridges whenever 297 

possible. Yet, often, it is necessary to locate a bridge on a curve due to road geometry and on-site constraints. 298 

Where a curve is necessary, a simple curve should be used on the bridge and any necessary curvature or 299 

super-elevation transitions ought to be placed on the approaching roadway (Highways England, 2018a).  300 

We use a similar but not identical slicing method to that proposed in (Lu et al., 2018) to slice the deck slab 301 

into ὐ slices. The slicing does not take a parallel pattern but is rather oriented along the normal direction of 302 

the curved alignment. The deck slab point cluster normally contains most of the scanned points of an entire 303 



bridge point cloud, attributed to its large upper and bottom surface being exposed to the laser sensor. We 304 

use only 10% of them being randomly chosen for fitting a parabola. To this end, we project the randomly 305 

down-sampled slab point cluster onto the XY-plane followed by fitting a unique second-degree polynomial 306 

to the projected ὲ points ὼȟώ  by minimizing the square error, provided that the X-axis is the principal 307 

direction (Lu et al., 2018): 308 

Ὁ В ȿώ ὴὼȿ,  Eq.1 

where ὴὼ  is the interpolant of a Ὧth degree polynomial that can be expressed in the system of linear 309 

equations with polynomial coefficients ὥ, …,ὥ: 310 
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Eq.2 

i.e. ώ 8ὥ. This can be solved by pre-multiplying by the transpose of 8 , i.e. 8ώ 88ὥ. We can then 311 

yield this system for ὥ  for a second-degree polynomial to construct the interpolant ὴὼ  by inverting 312 

directly the matrix equation: 313 

ὥ 88 8ώ, ὲ Ὧ. Eq.3 

Finally, we acquire the parabola of the deck slab Ὢὼ ὃὼ ὄὼ ὅ with ὃ, ὄ, ὅ ᶰᴙ, ὥ 0. Next, we 314 

compute the tangent at each interpolant of the parabola (Figure 4). The derivative of the parabola gives the 315 

slope of the line tangent: ÔÁÎÇÅÎÔὪὼ ςὃὼ ὄ. The normal is given by ÎÏÒÍÁÌ . The 316 

deck slab is then segmented along the direction of the normal of each interpolated position into ὐ slices.  317 

 318 



 319 

Figure 4 Slicing deck slab along the normal of the interpolated positions 320 

We then assume that each slice runs straight along its tangent direction and that its cross-section is constant. 321 

This way, the problem of modelling the whole deck slab is transformed into modelling each straight slab 322 

slice. For each slice, the method first rotates the slice around the Z-axis using: 323 
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Eq.4 

where the rotated angle • is derived from the angle between the normal direction of the alignment of the 324 

slice Ὦ and the global Y-axis. Specifically, the normal direction of each slice is computed using the mid-x 325 

value of each slice Ὦ. We use a 2D ConcaveHull -shape (Moreira & Santos, 2006) to describe the outline 326 

of the slice cross-section using the updated points (ὼȟώȟᾀᴂ. Each concave hull of the local XY-plane 327 

projection of the slice Ὦ  is stored as a 2D Cartesian point IfcCartesianPoint (Figure 5 (a)). These 328 

IfcCartesianPoint elements map the cross-section with a list of IfcPolyline objects (Figure 5 (b)). A 2D 329 

profile IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef is therefore used to describe the slice cross-section. The slab slice 330 

geometry is then represented using an extruded geometry model through IfcExtrudedAreaSolid and 331 

IfcShapeRepresentation, expressing it as a Swept Solid. The extruded area solid defines the extrusion of a 332 

2D area (given by a profile definition) by two attributes. One is the ExtrudedDirection, defining the 333 

direction in which the profile is to be swept; the other is the Depth, defining the distance over which the 334 

profile is to be swept. The ExtrudedDirection is derived from the tangent direction at the mid-x value 335 

position of each slice. The depth is derived from the maximum and minimum ὼ -coordinates of each 336 



oriented slab slice.  337 

 338 

Figure 5 (a) concave hulls of the local XY-plane of slice ▒; (b) an example of IfcPolyline object 339 

Figure 6 shows an example of a snippet of the IFC data file of a slab slice, defined by 92 concave hulls that 340 

are connected by 93 polylines. IFC has a flexible extension mechanism that allows for custom defined 341 

attributes through I fcPropert yset  without modifying the underlying schema. I fcProper tys et  is a set of IFC 342 

properties which store the actual data as triplets including name, data type, and value. We introduce a 343 

property set Pset_SlabSliceProperties, in which the method adds the attributes (e.g. cross-section area, 344 

length, and orientation) of each slab slice and composes them into an I fcPropertyset .  345 

/* * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * *** * * ** * ** * * /  
/*                    Sl ab 1                  * /  

/* * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * *** * * ** * ** * * /  

#10 0 00 1=  I FCC ARTESI A N POI N T(( - 16 5 5. 0, 2 6 95 6 1. 6));  

é   

#10 0 09 1=  I FCC ARTESI A N POI N T(( - 12 4 3. 2, 2 6 95 7 1. 9));  
#10 0 09 2=  I FCC ARTESI A N POI N T(( - 14 3 1. 6, 2 6 95 6 3. 1));  

#10 1=  I FCP OLYL I NE( (# 10 0 00 1, #10 0 00 2, #1 0 00 0 3, #1 0 0 00 4,  

é , #10 00 9 0, #1 00 0 91, # 1 00 0 92, # 10 0 00 1));  

#10 2=  I FCAR BI TRAR YCL OSE D PRO FI LE DEF(. ARE A. , 'd e ckSl a b', # 10 1);  

#10 3=  I FCC ARTESI A N POI N T(( 3 76 4 6. 7 00 0 00 0 0 00 0 4, 0. , 0. ));  

#10 4=  I FCSL A B(' 7I f dS9Z A Qk u 4 v N07 4Z p 8', $, ' de ckSl ab ', $, 'd ec kSl a b', $, # 10 7, ' de c kSl a b',
$);  

#10 5=  I FCEX TRU DED A RE ASO LI D(# 10 2, #1 0 8, #1 14, 39 0 4. 3);  

#10 6=  I FCSH APER E PRE SE N TA TI ON(# 1, ' Bo dy', 'Sw ept S ol id', (# 1 0 5));  

#10 7=  I FCPR ODU C TDE FI NI TI O NSH A PE( $, $, (# 1 06));  

#10 8=  I FCAXI S2 PLA CE MEN T 3 D(# 1 0 3, #2, #3);  
#10 9=  I FCPR OPER TYSI N GLE V ALU E( ' Pr o per t y A: ', $, I FCI DEN TI FI ER ('N/ A'), $);  

#11 0=  I FCPR OPER TYSI N GLE V ALU E( ' Pr o per t y B: ', $, I FC I DENTI FI ER ('N/ A'), $);  

#11 1=  I FCPR OPER TYSI N GLE V ALU E( ' Pr o per t y C: ', $, I FC I DENTI FI ER ('N/ A'), $);  

#11 2=  I FCPR OPER TYSE T(' Q 4a Ff LsjxKv YYY Q Np xf R', $, ' P set _ Sl abSl ic ePr op er t ies', $, (# 1 0

9,  #11 0,  #1 11));  

#11 3=  I FCRE LDEFI NES BY PR O PER TI ES ('I zbZ Ogh Gr pt N bG u 3Fay F', $, $, $, (# 1 0 4), #11 2);  
#11 4=  I FCDI RE C TI ON(( - 0. 02 3 5 58 1 76 2 65 9 75 8 1, 0. , 1. ));  

Figure 6 Snippet of the IFC data file of a slab slice 346 



3.4.2 Pier cap – IfcBeam 347 

Similar to how the slab slice is extruded, when modelling a pier cap point cluster, we project its points onto 348 

the XY-plane. We then use a 2D ConcaveHull -shape to describe the projected contour such that each 349 

concave hull of the local XY-plane projection of the pier cap is stored in a 2D Cartesian point 350 

IfcCartesianPoint followed by mapping the contour with a list of IfcPolyLine objects. Like the slab slice, a 351 

pier cap is also represented as a Swept Solid through IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef and 352 

IfcExtrudedAreaSolid. Specifically, the extruded direction is assumed to be vertical for pier caps and the 353 

depth is defined as the height of the pier cap, which is calculated using the maximum and minimum of its 354 

z-coordinates. Likewise, we introduce the property set Pset_PierCapProperties, for which the method can 355 

flexibly add attributes.  356 

3.4.3 Pier – IfcColumn 357 

Piers support the weight of a bridge against gravity and serve as retaining walls to resist lateral movement. 358 

Defining a generic parametric pier object is difficult because piers can take many configurations. In general, 359 

its cross-section, whose scale may vary over its height, defines the shape of a pier. Figure 7 illustrates a 360 

collection of the most typical cross-section shapes of piers for modern highway bridges (Wai-Fah & Lian, 361 

2014). However, in reality, piers can also take many other irregular shapes. 362 

 363 

Figure 7 Typical cross-section shapes of piers (Wai-Fah & Lian, 2014) 364 

To simplify the problem, we group the cross-sections of typical pier shapes into 3 classes of primitives: 365 

circular (cylindrical piers), quadrilateral (cuboid or trapezoidal prism piers), and the others: 366 

¶ Shape group  1 – Circular (Figure 7 (h));    367 

¶ Shape group  2 – Quadrilateral (Figure 7 (d));   368 

¶ Shape group  3 – Other shapes: the rest, Figure 7 (a), (b), (c), (e), (f) and (g).  369 

Unlike simplified scenarios and synthetic data, the underlying real objects in point clouds are similar to 370 

hand-drawn geometric shapes that usually contain imperfections. A shape detection method is needed to 371 

tackle different situations. It should be invariant and robust to scaling, distortion, occlusion, and the jagged 372 



edges produced by imperfect boundaries. We use a fuzzy-logic-based shape descriptor to achieve this goal. 373 

It can handle ambiguity in imperfect point cloud projections in a natural manner, thereby recognizing cross-374 

section shapes independently of noise, edge effect, size, unevenly distributed points, and occlusions. We 375 

elaborate on this method in the following. 376 

Piers are not necessarily perfectly vertical, although we assume that the piers investigated in this research 377 

are quasi-vertical. First, we project a pier point cluster onto the global XY-plane followed by calculating 378 

the perimeter of the projected points (denoted ὖ ) and the bounded area (denoted ὃ ) using their concave 379 

hulls. We then compute the area of the enclosing rectangle of the concave hulls, i.e., the 2D oriented-380 

bounding-box (denoted ὃ ) and the area of their inner largest-quadrilateral (denoted ὃ ). Figure 8 (a) and 381 

(b) illustrate examples of a cylindrical pier and a trapezoidal prism pier, respectively. As shown, the cross-382 

section of a cylinder is close to a circle while the cross-section of a trapezoidal prism pier is close to a 383 

rectangle. If the cross-section is detected as a circle, then the perimeter of the concave hulls ὖ  (Figure 8 384 

(a.3)), the enclosing rectangle ὃ  (Figure 8 (a.4)), and the inner largest quadrilateral ὃ  (Figure 8 (a.5)) 385 

are distinctly different from each other, whereas if the cross-section is a quadrilateral, these three geometric 386 

features are similar to each other (Figure 8 (b)). 387 

 388 

Figure 8 (1) YZ-plane projection; (2) XY-plane projection; (3) concave hulls of XY-plane projected points; (4) 389 
enclosing rectangle of concave hulls; (5) largest quadrilateral of concave hulls 390 



Define the thinness ratio as ὖ Ⱦὃ : 391 

if ὖ Ⱦὃ ḙ τ“ȟ  

then, the cross-section  Ncircle, 

Eq.5 

The thinness of a circle is minimal since it is the planar figure with the smallest perimeter enclosing a given 392 

area, yielding a value around τ“. Next:  393 

else if ὃ Ⱦὃ ḙ ὃ Ⱦὃ ḙρȟ  

then, the cross-section  Nrectangle. 

Eq.6 

Specifically, we use Bretschneider’s formula (Eq.7) to calculate the area of a quadrilateral inside a set of 394 

2D points (Figure 9): 395 

ὃ ίὴὥ ίὴὦ ίὴὧ ίὴὨ ὥὦὧὨϽÃÏÓ , 
Eq.7 

where ίὴ is the semi-perimeter. The inner largest-quadrilateral ὃ  is the maximum value of ὃ  found. 396 

 397 

Figure 9 A quadrilateral inside concave hulls of the projected points of a cylindrical pier 398 

Otherwise, then the features satisfy neither Eq.5 nor Eq.6, the cross-section takes another shape. For a shape 399 

that is identified as a group 1 shape (circular), we describe the pier using a small number of parameters. 400 

Otherwise, we conduct a slicing procedure followed by using 2D -shape to describe the cross-section. The 401 

following texts elaborate the steps of twinning these classified shapes into 3D IfcObjects. 402 



Cylindrical pier 403 

If a cross-section shape is identified as a circle, then it is a cylindrical pier. We need a minimum of three 404 

parameters to define a cylindrical pier in 3D space: radius (or diameter), location, and direction. To keep 405 

consistent, we use an efficient slicing method to twin a cylinder. It is first conducted along the Z-axis. Then, 406 

IfcAxis2Placement3D is used to define a location point and the orientation. The coordinates of the location 407 

point are stored in a 3D Cartesian point IfcCartesianPoint as an attribute Position. The pier direction 408 

information in the 3D coordinates system is stored in IfcDirection, which is defined by the vector computed 409 

by the bottom and upper slice centre of the cylinder, i.e. point A ὼȟώȟᾀ  and point B ὼȟώȟᾀ : 410 

ȟ ȟ . The slicing procedure is then conducted again along the pier direction followed by 411 

computing the radius for each slice. The radius of the entire cylinder is calculated by averaging the radii 412 

obtained from the multiple slices. The average radius value is stored in IfcCircleProfileDef as an attribute 413 

Radius. Next, like the deck slab and pier cap, the geometry of the cylindrical pier is represented using the 414 

extruded model through IfcExtrudedAreaSolid and IfcShapeRepresentation, expressing it as a Swept Solid 415 

along its extruded direction IfcDirection. We introduce the property set Pset_CylinderProperties, in which 416 

four attributes are defined: Position, Direction, Diameter, and Length. The method then composes them into 417 

an IfcPropertyset. 418 

Quadrilateral and other piers 419 

If a pier cross-section shape is identified as a quadrilateral or other shape, we follow a similar strategy but 420 

use a stacked representation to approximate the overall pier shape through multiple slice models. For each 421 

slice, we apply the same method used for twinning the pier cap. That is to say, each slice of the pier is 422 

considered a pier cap, so that again we use a 2D -shape to describe the cross-section of the pier slice using 423 

IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef and IfcExtrudedAreaSolid.  424 

3.4.4 Girder – IfcBeam 425 

The majority of beam-slab bridges to be built in the near future in the UK select precast concrete 426 

components for the primary structural elements (Kim et al., 2016). Therefore, we assume that the girders 427 

studied in this research are precast, standardized bridge beams. A template matching method is suggested 428 

to find the best-match girder type in existing precast bridge beam catalogues. We use the girder sections 429 

provided by the standard products of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 430 

Officials (AASHTO) and the Bridge Beam Manual provided by BANAGHER Precast Concrete 431 

(BANAGHER, 2018) (BANAGHER, 2018), which is the largest precast concrete Bridge Beam 432 

manufacturer in Ireland and the UK. According to Lu et al. (2018), the specific girder type in each span can 433 



be inferred using three criteria: 1) Span length ίὰ; 2) Girder bottom flange ὦ; and 3) Web depth Ὠ. The 434 

span length ίὰ can narrow down a possible range of girder types. This is because, often, the creation of a 435 

typical girder section begins with the calculation of the structure depth for a given span length (AASHTO, 436 

2017). Then, the girder bottom flange ὦ and the web depth Ὠ can be used to select a specific girder type 437 

from the possible girder types. Lu et al. (2018) have given the slope ὰ of each segmented slab so that we 438 

can derive angle — . Then, ίὰ  is approximately calculated using the maximum and minimum x- and y- 439 

coordinates of each slab: i.e. ίὰЎὼ Ўώz ὸὥὲ—  (Figure 10 (a)). Given that the girders are already 440 

segmented in each span, we can calculate the bottom flange of each girder such that ὦ is the average value. 441 

The web depth Ὠ is also given by Lu et al. (2018) using the projection histograms of the girders in each 442 

span along Z-axis. Figure 10 illustrates an example of girder type determination using the three criteria, 443 

where ίὰ 28 m, ὦ 760 mm, and Ὠ 1600 mm (Figure 10 (a)). The closest precast girder type found in 444 

the BANAGHER Manual is type SY2 from SY Beams (Figure 10 (b)).  445 

 446 

Figure 10 (a) matching criteria; (b) best matching type from catalogue 447 

Next, we encode the identified profile using IFC standards. The profile feature points are used to describe 448 

the geometry of the girder. For instance, a girder point cluster is matched with a standard pre-stressed wide 449 

flange concrete girder, e.g. WF50G (Figure 11). Given the coordinates of the starting middle bottom point 450 

(green point pt_start in Figure 11 (b)), and the dimensions of WF50G, each feature point (red point in Figure 451 

11 (b)) can be defined accordingly with the exact coordinate information. Then, we store the coordinates of 452 

each feature point in a 2D Cartesian point IfcCartesianPoint in its local XY-coordinates, followed by 453 



mapping the contour with a list of IfcPolyline objects. A 2D profile IfcArbitraryClosedProfileDef is used to 454 

describe the girder profile. The girder is then represented as a Swept Solid. Assuming that the girders in 455 

each span are straight, the extruded direction is defined by the starting and end middle bottom points of a 456 

girder point cluster. Again, we introduce the property set Pset_GirderProperties, in which the attributes 457 

such as Girder Type, Length, and Slope are added. The length and slope information of a girder can be 458 

computed using its Oriented Bounding Box representation.  459 

 460 

Figure 11 (a) Example of standard pre-stressed wide flange concrete girders (WSDoT, 2009); (b) WF42G and the 461 
feature points (in total 16 points) 462 



4 Experiments and Results 463 

4.1 Ground Truth Data  464 

In order to test the hypothesis of this research, we used the ten bridge point clouds collected by Lu et al. 465 

(2018) to conduct the experiments. The raw data is available at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1233844. 466 

First, we prepared point clusters of the four component types, serving as the input of the proposed method 467 

for all the ten bridges, such that each bridge dataset consists of labelled point clusters. Next, a set of ground 468 

truth (GT) gDTs was manually generated and exported into IFC files using Autodesk Revit (Table 2). 469 

GT: The four types of bridge components in this set of models were represented within their precise 470 

dimensions. These models were considered in line with and were compared against the automatically 471 

generated LOD 250 – 300 gDTs using the proposed method. The average time spent on manually creating 472 

one such GT gDT was 27.6 (±16.4) hours (around 1656 minutes). 473 

Table 2 Manual modelling of GT gDTs in IFC format 474 

gDT Bridge 1 Bridge 4 Bridge 7 Bridge 9 

 

 

GT 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Time (h) 50 26 27 20 

 475 

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1233844


4.2 Implementation & Results  476 

The proposed IFC object fitting method was implemented on Gygax (https://github.com/ph463/Gygax/) as 477 

a software prototype module, on a desktop computer (CPU: Intel Core i7-4790K 4.00 GHz, Memory: 32 478 

GB, SSD: 500 GB). We designed the module in a flexible way so that one can acquire an IFC file containing 479 

a bridge gDT according to a given LOD. This is achieved by the FineLevel class, representing a list of 480 

LODs. That is to say, we produced an IFC file of a bridge with a specific LOD by generating a subclass of 481 

IFCBaseGenerator. For example, a LoD250300Generator class inherited from IFCBaseGenerator was 482 

generated to produce a LOD 250 – 300 bridge gDT (Figure 12). This way, we can extend the module to 483 

accommodate future needs for generating higher LOD gDTs. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) 484 

Diagram and the Graphic User Interface (GUI) of Gygax are shown in Figure 12.  485 

 486 

Figure 12 UML diagram of the IFC object-fitting module (L); LOD 250-300 gDT implementation (R) 487 

Table 3 illustrates the results of the LOD 250 – 300 gDTs in IFC format generated by the proposed method 488 

(we show only four bridge examples due to limited space). The number of deck slab slices and pier slices 489 

were both set to be 20. The value  in the 2D ConcaveHull -shape algorithm was set to be 0.98. The 490 

twinning time was recorded. For a bridge dataset of four types of point cluster containing less than one 491 

million points together, the average twinning time was 37.8 (±28.4) seconds for LOD 250 – 300 gDT 492 

generation. The time spent on generating the LOD 250 – 300 gDT for Bridge 4 (58.1 seconds) and for 493 

Bridge 10 (65.5 seconds) was 53.7% and 73.3% higher than the average, respectively. This is mainly 494 

because Bridge 4 has large sparse regions in the slab point clusters and Bridge 10 contains roughly 70% 495 

more points than other bridges. Both situations took more processing time. In summary, compared to the 496 

manual modelling process, GT (27.6 hours = 99360 seconds), the time cost of the proposed method is trivial. 497 

This means a direct time saving of 100%.  498 

https://github.com/ph463/Gygax/


Table 3 LOD 250 – 300 gDTs generated from the proposed method 499 

gDT Bridge 1 Bridge 4 

 

 

 

LOD 

250-300  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Time (s) 25.5 58.1 

gDT Bridge 7 Bridge 9 

 

 

 

LOD 

250-300 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Time (s) 31.1 37.3 
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4.3 Evaluation 503 

The nature of the ConcaveHull -shape algorithm used in the proposed fitting method makes it impossible 504 

to evaluate the resulting gDTs using vertex-based metrics. This is because the vertices of the manual gDTs 505 

and that of the automated ones do not correspond. Normally, the number of hulls found in the automated 506 

gDTs by the proposed method is much greater than that of the vertices of the manual models. This is because 507 

when we use a modelling software interface to assist with the act of creating a 3D object embedded in point 508 

clouds, almost every object description is approximate in the sense that it describes the geometry of the 3D 509 

object only to the extent that inputting this description into the modelling software module produces a 3D 510 

model of acceptable quality. Thus, the surfaces of the manually generated gDTs are smooth planes without 511 

local undulations. To this end, we chose distance-based cloud-to-cloud (C2C) metrics to evaluate the 512 

automated LOD 250 – 300 gDTs by comparing the twinning quality between the manual gDTs and the 513 

automated gDTs. 514 

To do so, we converted both the manual gDTs and the automated ones in IFC format into point clouds. This 515 

was achieved by converting the geometry in .ifc file format into .obj file format using IfcOpenShell (2018). 516 

The .obj format is a data format which represents only the 3D geometry information, such as the vertex 517 

position, vertex normal, and the faces that define each polygon as a list of vertices. Next, we randomly 518 

sampled points using the generated polygons for each manual gDT as well as each automated LOD 250 – 519 

300 gDT. The number of the sampled points from the polygons was in line with the original size of the 520 

point cloud of each bridge. We acquired two sets of point cloud data (PCD): GT PCDs and Auto PCDs 521 

(Table 4). Thus, the problem of comparison of the twinning quality (between the manual gDTs and the 522 

automated gDTs) is transformed into measuring the difference between the two sets of point clouds, 523 

compared against the original real (reference) point cloud of each bridge, respectively. It is worth noting 524 

that the laser scanner (Faro Focus 3D X330) we used for the data collection can sample an object’s surface 525 

highly accurately in the form of point clouds. The theoretic ranging error can be up to ±2 mm. This is a 526 

systematic measurement error of around 10 m. However, several factors may affect the measuring accuracy, 527 

such as low/high temperature, dust, rain, bright sunshine, and highly reflective surfaces. These factors were 528 

not considered in this research. Herein, we assume that the original real point cloud has a very high degree 529 

of spatial accuracy. We elaborate the comparison in the following. 530 

 531 

 532 

 533 

 534 



Table 4 Sampled point clouds of GT gDTs and of Automated LOD 250 – 300 bridge gDTs 535 

 Bridge 1 Bridge 4 Bridge 7 Bridge 9 

 

GT 

PCD 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Auto 

PCD  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

One central problem in computer graphics is measuring the extent to which one shape differs from another. 536 

The Hausdorff distance is a commonly used shape comparison method that can measure the difference 537 

between two different representations of the same 3D object (Aspert et al., 2002; Cignoni et al., 1998). 538 

Given two point sets ὃ ὥȟȣȟὥ  and ὄ ὦȟȣȟὦ , the Hausdorff distance is defined as: 539 

Ὄὃȟὄ ÍÁØὬὃȟὄȟὬὄȟὃ , Eq.8 

Ὤὃȟὄ ÍÁØ
ᶰ
ÍÉÎ
ᶰ
ᴁὥ ὦᴁ,   Eq.9 

where ᴁȢᴁ denotes the usual Euclidean norm on the point sets ὃ and ὄ. The function Ὤὃȟὄ  is called the 540 

directed Hausdorff distance from ὃ to ὄ. It determines the point ὥᶰὃ that is farthest from any point of ὄ 541 

and measures the distance from ὥ to its nearest neighbour in ὄ (using ᴁȢᴁ). In other words, Ὤὃȟὄ  ranks 542 

each point of ὃ  based on its distance to the nearest point of ὄ  and uses the largest ranked point as the 543 

distance. The Hausdorff distance Ὄὃȟὄ  is the maximum of Ὤὃȟὄ  and Ὤὄȟὃ. However, the issue that 544 

needs to be noted is that the nearest neighbour is rarely, in reality, the actual nearest point on the surface 545 

represented by the point cloud. This is especially true if the reference point cloud is non-uniformly 546 

distributed or contains occlusions. That is why we first kept within an order of magnitude of at least 4 547 

million points for the sampled points for each bridge to conduct the distance calculations. However, defects 548 

in real-world point clouds cannot be totally avoided. In this scenario, a local distance strategy was leveraged 549 

to compute a local model using neighbouring points to get a better estimation of the “real” distance (Figure 550 

13). We used a quadratic model ὗ , which can be expressed as ὗὼȟώȟᾀ ὥὼ ὦώ ὧᾀ Ὠὼώ551 

ὩὼᾀὪώᾀὫὼ Ὤώ ὭᾀὮ π to fit the neighbouring points in the reference point cloud on a smooth 552 

surface within a radius of 0.3 m. This means that we not only compute the distance of a single point, we 553 

also take into account a local tendency. Given a point  ή of the compared point cloud that is not on the 554 

quadratic model ὗ, the Euclidean distance from this point ή to ὗ can be expressed as: 555 

 556 



Ὠήȟὗ ÍÉÎᴁή ὴᴁȡὗὴ π. Eq.10 

Hence, the estimated average local distance from a compared point cloud to a reference point cloud is: 557 

ÄąÓÔВ ÍÉÎ Ὠήȟὗ . Eq.11 

The overall estimated distance between a compared point cloud and a reference point cloud is then the 558 

bigger one of the mutual ÄąÓÔ, that is: 559 

#ς#ÍÁØ ÄąÓÔȾȟÄąÓÔȾ . Eq.12 

 560 

Figure 13 Nearest neighbour distance and local surface model distance 561 

Table 5 summarizes the C2C distances of: 562 

¶ GT  PCDs against the real world PCDs (i.e. GT / Real  & Real / GT ); and 563 

¶ Auto  PCDs against the real world PCDs (i.e. Aut o / Real  & Real / Aut o ) 564 

in colour scalar field for four bridge datasets. An automated gDT is deemed to be better modelled if its C2C 565 

(denoted #ς# ) is smaller compared to that of the manual model (denoted #ς#), and vice versa. In 566 

total, six out of ten bridge point cloud datasets were modelled better using the proposed method than by 567 

manual modelling (the better C2C result was highlighted in green). The C2C of the remaining four Auto 568 

PCDs were found to be close to those of their corresponding GT ones. The overall #ς#  of ten bridge 569 

automated gDTs was 7.05 cm while the #ς# was 7.69 cm. Note that these results contain challenging 570 

scenarios, details of which are discussed in the next section. Table 6 illustrates the histograms of the C2C 571 

distribution (Auto) of the four bridges using the colour map, where the horizontal axis presents the C2C 572 

distance in metres while the vertical axis presents the point counts. We also calculated the number of 573 

matched points (in percentage) of each bridge derived from their automated gDTs, compared to the 574 



corresponding real point cloud (Table 7). We define “matched” at different levels, i.e. C2C<10 cm, C2C<7.5 575 

cm, C2C<5 cm, and C2C<2.5 cm. On average, 78.6% of points representing the automated gDTs had a 576 

C2C distance less than 10 cm, 72.5% inferior to 7.5 cm, 61.6% inferior to 5 cm, and 41.3% inferior to 2.5 577 

cm. Full results of the C2C distances of the ten bridges and the histograms of the C2C distribution of the 578 

other six bridges are given in the Appendix.579 



Table 5 Comparison of C2C distance between GT PCDs and Auto PCDs against Real world PCDs 580 

Bridge 1 Bridge 4 

C2C - GT/Real C2C - Auto/Real C2C - GT/Real C2C - Auto/Real 

4.0 cm 4.3 cm 7.3 cm 9.4 cm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Bridge 7 Bridge 9 

C2C - GT/Real C2C - Auto/Real C2C - GT/Real C2C - Auto/Real 

15.7 cm 12.5 cm 9.8 cm 5.6 cm 
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Table 6 C2C distance of Auto PCDs in histogram colour map 587 
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Table 7 C2C distance in percentage of points between Auto PCDs and Real world PCDs 589 

 < 10 cm < 7.5 cm < 5 cm < 2.5 cm 

Bridge 1 89.1% 83.6% 73.2% 53.3% 

Bridge 2 73.8% 62.8% 47.2% 29.1% 

Bridge 3 94.6% 90.3% 69.5% 34.9% 

Bridge 4 59.3% 53.2% 46.7% 37.7% 

Bridge 5 95.8% 89.7% 75.4% 43.0% 

Bridge 6 87.2% 82.3% 75.0% 50.7% 

Bridge 7 56.2% 49.7% 40.5% 28.7% 

Bridge 8 93.8% 89.5% 77.1% 55.2% 

Bridge 9 83.4% 77.3% 66.5% 43.8% 

Bridge 10 52.7% 47.0% 44.4% 36.6% 

Avg. 78.6% 72.5% 61.6% 41.3% 

590 



5 Conclusions 591 

To answer the research questions, this paper proposes a novel object fitting method to generate gDTs of 592 

existing RC bridges in IFC format, using four types of point clusters. The method produces a bridge 593 

gDT with LOD 250 – 300, which uses a stacked slice representation. The resulting gDTs are evaluated 594 

in terms of spatial accuracy using distance-based metrics. We discuss in the following texts how well 595 

the research questions have been addressed through interpreting the experiment outcomes in detail. The 596 

experimental results of the LOD 250 – 300 gDTs generated using the proposed method showed that six 597 

out of ten bridges (Bridges 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) were better modelled (#ς#  < #ς# ). The 598 

Represented Accuracy (the standard deviation range that is to be achieved once the point cloud is 599 

processed into some other form such as a model) of most bridges was roughly in line with LOA20 600 

(Level of Accuracy 20: 15 mm – 5 cm) (USIBD, 2016), independent of other errors introduced when 601 

the measured data (point cloud) was generated and processed into a model. Compared to their GT PCDs, 602 

the Auto PCDs of Bridge 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9 had only a small portion of mismatched points, attributed to 603 

local small indentions on the deck slab surfaces. The #ς#  of Bridges 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 was 4.7 604 

(±0.5) cm while their #ς# was 7.6 (±2.4) cm. The small indentions the concentrated in areas where 605 

sparse data was present. Specifically, the whole slab surface points in the GT PCD of Bridge 5 were 606 

found to be mismatched (several centimetres higher) to the Real PCD. This suggested that the quality 607 

of the manually generated gDTs was not consistent, depending largely on the modeller’s rigorousness. 608 

The topologies of Bridge 8 and Bridge 9 were quite similar. Both deck slabs contain obviously curved 609 

alignments. The proposed method correctly depicted their geometries and outperformed the manual 610 

operation: for Bridge 8, the #ς#  was 3.7 cm while the #ς# was 7.2 cm; for Bridge 9, the #ς#  611 

was 7.2 cm while the #ς# was 9.8 cm. Most of the mismatched points in the GT PCDs of these two 612 

bridges were found on the upper surface of the slab and the boundaries of the extremities, where local 613 

undulations were present, and the alignment curves become strong.  614 

By contrast, Bridge 7 was a challenging scenario, and both its #ς#  and #ς#   were not 615 

insignificant. It is not surprising that this was mainly due to the largely missing girder points in the real 616 

point cloud, whereas the missing points did not actually affect the manual operation or the proposed 617 

method, because both the modeller and the proposed method used engineering inference to overcome 618 

the problem of occlusions and produced the girders with complete dimensions. This explains why both 619 

C2C distances of the GT PCD and Auto PCD to the Real PCD were large and the tail of the error 620 

histogram was long (Table 6). 621 

For the remaining four bridges, the C2C of the Auto PCDs were found close to that of their 622 

corresponding GT ones, except for Bridge 10. For Bridge 1, the #ς# was 4.0 cm while the #ς#  623 



was 4.3 cm. For Bridge 2, the #ς# was 6.4 cm while the #ς#  was 7.3 cm. Only a limited number 624 

of mismatched points were concentrated locally at the boundaries or on the undulating surfaces. By 625 

contrast, Bridge 4 was a challenging case. A large portion of its slab points in the input data was very 626 

sparse. The proposed method did not extract enough concave hulls to capture the slab geometry in that 627 

region so that the automated gDT was incomplete, and no points were sampled. We therefore evaluated 628 

Bridge 4 after removing the partially modelled slice to avoid incorrect calculation of the C2C distance. 629 

The big value of #ς#  (9.4 cm) was again mainly attributed to the locally generated indentions on 630 

the slab surface. This explains why Bridge 4 had a long-tail error histogram (Table 6). By contrast, the 631 

manual gDT of Bridge 4 was better modelled (#ς# = 7.3 cm), but there were still many mismatched 632 

points in the slab. This was due to the varying deck slopes, which are difficult to effectively describe 633 

manually. Lastly, Bridge 10 was the most challenging case. The spatial accuracy of its Auto gDT 634 

(#ς#  = 13.5 cm) was not as good as its GT gDT (#ς# = 5.5 cm). Many mismatched points in the 635 

Auto PCD were found under the deck slab. This is due to the complex geometry of its superstructure. 636 

Bridge 10 is a diaphragm bridge, containing upstand diaphragms (embedded pier caps), which lie on 637 

the same level as the integrated beams. The upstand diaphragms are oriented based on the pairwise 638 

piers. The proposed method did not properly capture and describe these complex geometries. Thus, the 639 

Auto PCD were not well matched to the Real PCD, leading to a large #ς# . This demonstrated that 640 

human assistance is still necessary in some really challenging scenarios that the current automated 641 

method cannot handle. 642 

Contributions. Con 1. The proposed method can effectively twin four types of concrete bridge 643 

elements from point clusters in non-standardized shapes. Con 2. Although imperfections exist, the 644 

experimental results on the ten bridge point clouds proved that, compared to a human modeller, the 645 

overall performance of the proposed method is consistent and less liable to human errors (#ς# =7.05 646 

cm, #ς#=7.69 cm). If Bridge 7 and Bridge 10 are not taken into account, the #ς#  was 5.6 (±1.7) 647 

cm while the #ς# was 7.0 (±2.1) cm. This means that the proposed method realized an improvement 648 

of 20% on spatial accuracy. Con 3. The average processing time (37.8 seconds) demonstrated the 649 

unprecedented ability of the proposed method to rapidly twin bridge concrete elements, significantly 650 

overriding the current manual practice. The hypothesis of this research has been experimentally 651 

validated. Con 4. The use of this method will reduce the repetitive work of the manual gDT generation 652 

and provide a basis that could be integrated into the BMS currently used in practice. The entire digital 653 

twinning process will then be streamlined, and the cost and benefit ratio will be improved. 654 

Future work will focus on 1) developing gap-less slab segments that will keep the tangential continuity 655 

of the alignment and can be mapped to IfcAlignment; 2) taking more bridge configurations and 656 

component types into account; 3) investigating the effect of different parameters on the overall 657 

performance. For example, we will study how much the number of slices, the alpha value of 658 



ConcaveHull, and the level of surface smoothness affects the performance of the proposed method. 659 
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 840 



Appendix 841 

Table 8 Comparison of C2C distance of ten bridges 842 

(m) Bridge 1 Bridge 2 Bridge 3 

Ⱦ GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto 

ÄąÓÔȾ  0.040 0.039 0.043 0.041 0.064 0.060 0.073 0.067 0.052 0.050 0.044 0.047 

C2C 0.040 0.043 0.064 0.073 0.050 0.047 

(m) Bridge 4 Bridge 5 Bridge 6 

Ⱦ GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto 

ÄąÓÔȾ  0.073 0.065 0.094 0.074 0.109 0.098 0.049 0.036 0.049 0.023 0.046 0.042 

C2C 0.073 0.094 0.109 0.049 0.049 0.046 

(m) Bridge 7 Bridge 8 Bridge 9 

Ⱦ GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto 

ÄąÓÔȾ  0.157 0.042 0.125 0.055 0.072 0.064 0.037 0.030 0.076 0.098 0.056 0.044 

C2C 0.157 0.125 0.072 0.037 0.098 0.056 

(m) Bridge 10   

Ⱦ GT/Real Real/GT Auto/Real Real/Auto         

ÄąÓÔȾ  0.055 0.036 0.135 0.080         

C2C 0.055 0.135     
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Table 9 C2C distance of Auto PCDs in histogram colour map 849 
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